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5 exciting victories lit up the opening day of the 2019 Longines Global Champions Tour of Cannes which each year, welcomes the elite of show-jumping riders 
to the Hespérides Stadium. The high point of today, Thursday, the 6th of June, the evening’s CSI5* classes and notably the Prix Hôtel Barrière Le Gray d’Albion 
which saw Italy’s Emanuele Gaudiano piloting Kingston van het Eikenhof to victory.

Officiating for the first time as course builder at the Jumping of Cannes as well as for Longines Global Champions Tour, Gregory Bodo offered like he usually 
does, a flowing course, respecting the well-being of the horse, one of his priorities : “I’m a perfectionist, I always want things to go well for both the horses 
and the riders. After, it’s a judicious combination as to whether there are a few more or a few less clears. Sometimes we have to raise the level as the horses 
are increasingly outstanding, the surfaces better quality but we have to remain within a normality because if we were to extrapolate, in 20 or 30 years time, 
what would we jump? At Cannes, the ring is complicated, we’re nearly in a square. For example, last week at Hamburg the arena was 140 metres long and 
90 wide and additionally on grass, here we’re in 66 by 55 metres so it’s very different but very interesting! You have to have the same frame of mind as when 
you’re building indoors. And the difficulty, as it is a square, is that there are very few diagonals to exploit. You have to start from the principal that yes, we’re 
going to have the jumps closer to each other, and shorter distances, whilst remaining with flowing forward going courses. This is what I’m looking for today, 
in all my courses, it doesn’t matter where I am, I want the riders galloping and their horses able to express themselves because I think faults should and can 
happen naturally. In the Global Champions League, we have riders of different level, some competitors riding as individuals, others as members of a team, it’s 
for this reason that we are working at intermediate heights, 1.50m for spreads, 1.55m for uprights. This first “big” class, judged by the clock must be quite 
flowing, giving, to those who wish to, the opportunity to take risks.” 13 obstacles, 16 jumping efforts, 46 riders and 16 teams later, it was Emanuele Gaudiano 
who pulled it off individually, and the New York Empire’s represented by Hans-Dieter Dreher/Prinz (2nd) and Denis Lynch/van de Vivaldi (7th) who have taken the 
overnight lead of the Global Champions League (GCL). 

Slightly earlier in the evening the first class of the LGCT, the Prix Direction des Sports de la Ville de Cannes saw some of the best horse and rider combinations 
taking the start in this 1.45m, such as Peder Fredricson with Hansson WL the 2018 winners. It was finally Brazil’s Marlon Modolo Zanotelli who gave the best 
performance, riding his grey J-Figyelem. He headed the class in front of one of the favorites in the race to claim the title of Champion of Champions, Great-
Britain’s Ben Maher, this fabulous circuit’s 2018 big winner, who partnered this evening Don Vito. Hans-Dieter Dreher in great form today, was 3rd with Berlinda. 

If the cream of show-jumping is eagerly awaited each evening, during the day there is no less activity, with a CSI1* in full swing, with competitors today 
competing over jumps ranging in height from 1.10m to 1.35m in Table A two-phase classes.

The Marseillaise was the national anthem to be played at the prize giving ceremony of the 1.10m Prix Massey Ferguson which inaugurated what is the 38th  
edition of this event. A regular here, and very much at ease in the ring, Patricia Bardon Planchat scored a great double, taking 1st place with Quadrille de la 
Courand 2nd with Shou Belmanière ! She was closely followed by Great Britain’s Imogen Beecroft, another rider regularly seen in the ribbons at Cannes.

Always a formidable competitor, Ignace Philips headed the 1.25m Prix Giry Traiteur. Partnering the young (6 year-old) and talented Never Alone, the Belgian’s 
riding once again put him ahead of the competition and showed that he is going to be a force to be reckoned with throughout the week-end. Behind him, 
France’s Charlotte Slosse and Uzel de Kens were 2nd, whilst Claire Beecroft and Vanda Cartier were 3rd for Great-Britain.

Effigy of the 2019 Jumping, Longines’ ambassador of elegance, Switzerland’s Jane Richard Philips, entered in the 1.35m Prix Nostalgie Côte d’Azur, sailed through 
the class. A regular at the biggest rendezvous, the rider who generally competes for the Cannes Stars in the GCL, is just taking part in the  CSI1* here. She was 
today riding Dieudonne de Guldenboom and Kenia van‘T Laerhof and it was with the first that she asserted herself against Patrice Planchat/Ti Amo Tuilière (FRA) 
and Inès van den Bosch/Infinity v. Heffinck (BEL), 2nd and 3rd respectively. 

Tomorrow, the first rider of the CSI1* will enter the track at 11.15am while the CSI5* events will start at 6.15pm.

Detailed schedules, start-lists and results: bit.ly/LGCTCannes-timing
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